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Since 1997.
Successfully operating since its inception.
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NUMBER OF
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ESTABLISHMENT
1997

around 70

About Us
OPIKAR is a family-owned company located at

We possess our own state-of-the-art working

its headquarter in Logatec, Slovenia.

tools and vehicles, which give us the best

Our company was founded in 1997, and has

possible starting point.

around 70 employees.

Within the company we have skilled

In 2020 the company OPIKAR GmbH was

professionals working in various different

founded in Munich, Germany.

departments, such as management, sales

The main activities within company are divided

and procurement, finance, administration,

into 3 different divisions – HVAC, Cleanrooms

marketing, installation and operation, design

and Operating rooms.

and engineering, research, development and

We are mainly focused on the pharmaceutical,

production.

biotechnology, semiconductor, automotive,

All working processes within OPIKAR are made

food-beverage and healthcare industries.

in compliance with

OPIKAR is present in most European countries,

EN ISO 9001:2015 - Quality standard,

with a focus on the DACH, BENELUX and

EN ISO 14001:2015 - Environment protection

NORDIC regions, and the quality of its

and ISO 45001:2018 - Health and safety at

delivered projects is well recognized and

work. We will also obtain EN ISO 3834-2:2021

respected in every field.

(Quality requirements for fusion welding of

The well-known strengths of our company

metallic materials) soon.

are reliability, discipline, quality, and flexibility,

Our leading installers have also obtained SCC

independence, professionalism and result-

certificates. We possess a AAA++ financial

driven philosophy.

creditworthiness rating.
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Get to know our presence
Current markets:
The focus is on DACH (Germany, Austria, Switzerland),
BENELUX (Belgium, the Netherlands), NORDICS and Middle East
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References

Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology,
Chemicals (Life-Sciences)
BAYER PHARMA, LEVERKUSEN (Germany); LONZA, STEIN (Switzerland);
EUROGENTEC KANEKA, LIEGE (Belgium); MERCK SHARP & DOHME - MSD BIOTECH,
DUBLIN (Ireland); LEK (member of the group SANDOZ, NOVARTIS), LJUBLJANA (Slovenia);
BIONTECH, MAINZ (Germany); ROCHE, PENZBERG (Germany); GSK, MARBURG (Germany)

Semiconductors, Microelectronics
(advanced technology facilities)
MED-EL, INNSBRUCK (Austria); INFINEON, VILLACH (Austria);
BOSCH, DRESDEN (Germany)

Food & Beverage industry
GLANBIA NUTRITIONALS, ORSINGEN-NENZINGEN (Germany);
LIEKEN BROT UND BACKWAREN, BREHNA-SANDERSDORF (Germany);
ZOTT, MERTINGEN (Germany); MOSA MEAT, MAASTRICHT (The Netherlands)

Automotive industry
HELLA KGaA HUECK, LIPPSTADT (Germany); HELLA FAHRZEUGTEILE,
GROßPETERSDORF (Austria); HELLA SATURNUS, LJUBLJANA (Slovenia);
COLLINI, HOHENEMS (Austria); ZKW, KRUŠOVCE (Slovakia)

Healthcare industry
PEDIATRIC CLINIC, LJUBLJANA (Slovenia); UKC (UNIVERSITY CLINICAL CENTER) – OROLOGY,
LJUBLJANA (Slovenia); EMG (EXPERTS MEDICAL GROUP), JEDDAH (Saudi Arabia)

Other
BLUM, BREGENZ (Austria); XXXLutz, LAUTERACH (Austria); ÖBB, RANKWEIL (Austria)
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Discover our strengths

SPEED
Our major advantage is our
responsiveness. We will answer your
questions in the shortest time possible
and help you solve the problem.

EXPERIENCE
We have long term of experience in field
of air-conditioning since 1997 and since
2012 in field of cleanrooms. We possess EN
ISO 9001:2015, EN ISO 14001:2015 and ISO
45001:2018.
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RELIABILITY
We perform our work in a quality
manner and within the agreed time,
in accordance with agreements and
client’s expectations.

INDEPENDENCE
We use our own vehicles and advanced
tools, which give us maximal flexibility
and independence.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
and Black Utilities (BU)
Our company is capable of offering design & build projects of all mechanical installations, including heating
and HVAC in high-tech facilities, such as life-sciences and advanced technology sector.
Our scope is the design, engineering, delivery, assembly and commissioning of HVAC and BU.
With in-house engineering, we prepare all technical workshop drawings for execution, and prepare as-built
documentation for hand-over.
We strive to use globally known suppliers and the best quality standards.
After the project is finished and handed over to the user or end client, we have the capacities to offer complete
maintenance of the facility with our high qualified and trained resources and manpower.
Design and Engineering
Delivery and/or Installation of air conditioning plants (HVAC)
Delivery and/or Installation of black utilities
Maintenance of HVAC components
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Cleanroom Technology
Our services are engineering, (possible delivery) and installation of whole cleanroom equipment, such as
walls, ceiling, doors, windows, air locks, filters etc.
We are mostly present in the pharmaceutical industry and manufacturing plants with specific requirements
for absolutely pure/sterile air.
We can develop very deep engineering approaches in the early stage of the project, which result in a shorter
construction time in the later stage, due to clarifying the situation in advance.
Design and Engineering
Installation of cleanrooms
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Operating Rooms
OPIKAR has developed modular glass operating rooms which do not need a sub-structure or wall support.
Our modular glass operating rooms are self-standing systems which allow us very fast mounting in different
situations on site. All the wall panels are already produced in our production facility and are ready to mount.
The result of this kind of solution is fast assembly at lower costs. Walls are made from an extruded aluminium
profile of high strength, insulation, sheet metal on the back side (technical area) and safety glass from the inside. We offer ceramic ink printed colours and motifs at the client's request.
All cut-outs for the equipment and accessories are pre-made in our production facility. Integrated equipment
such as control panels or monitors are ready to mount.
Beside glass, we are also able to use HPL and sheet metals, so we can combine different materials.
Our biggest strength is flexibility and the ability to offer “turn-key” solutions for operating rooms, from engineering of architecture and HVAC components to manufacturing and completely mounted, validated and
ready to use operating rooms.
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Headquarters
Company name: OPIKAR d. o. o.
Address: Obrtniška ulica 6c, 1370 Logatec, Slovenia
Phone: +386 40 729 402
Email: info@opikar.com
VAT number: SI36903825
Registration number: 7180616000
Activity code: 43.220
Directors: Vladimir Puntarić, Luka Puntarić
Procurators: Saša Puntarić Makuc, Nina Puntarić
Bank account: SI56 0472 5000 3098 327 (Nova KBM)
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